Education and Student Services Management

DOCTORAL STUDIES AND LICENSING EXAMS OFFICE

I the undersigned ________________________________________ born in ____________________
on the _________________ (date of birth), of ______________________ nationality,

aware that according to art. 76 of the D.P.R. n. 445/2000, those who make a false statement are
subject to the penalties imposed by the criminal law and conscious that the University could verify the
truthfulness of what I have declared and that, in case of false or inaccurate statements, all the benefits
coming from this declaration could be revoke,

HEREBY DECLARE

under my responsibility according to the art. 47 D.P.R. 445/2000:
-

to be aware that the University of Trento has to provide the legal deposit of the copy of my
doctoral thesis in a on line archive/catalogue providing preservation and access;

-

to be aware of the University procedure, requiring the University of Trento to send my doctoral
thesis to the National Library in Rome and in Florence according to the D.M. 224/1999;

-

to be aware that the University of Trento records my doctoral thesis to guarantee a sure
conservation in its archives and it is in charge of caring about the legal deposit of my pdf thesis in an
institutional archive to allow the access to the bibliographic description of my thesis;

-

that the content of the electronic copy of the thesis submitted to the Doctoral Studies and
Licensing Exams Office now is the same one discussed during the final examination;

-

that University does not answer for any eventual mistakes, inaccuracies or involuntary omissions
in the thesis’ contents;

-

that the content and outline of my thesis are original and written by myself; furthermore the thesis
violates neither third persons’ rights nor the laws regulating protection of privacy and personal data;

-

that the University does not accept any civil or criminal responsibilities in case of queries or
claims by other people;

 that my doctoral thesis is not the result of any activities related to the intellectual property’s law field,
it has not been carried out within projects financed by public or private bodies on the basis of a nondisclosure agreement and finally it is not object of an invention patent or anything similar;
 that my doctoral thesis includes some element of innovation on the basis of which I will propose/I
have already proposed the guarantee’s procedure;
as result of it, my thesis’ content is secret and other people cannot read it online for ___ months
(max 24 months) starting from the date of the achievement of my doctoral degree;
my thesis will be deposited at the National Library in Rome and Florence, in whose rooms it can be
immediately consulted by other people on PC without peripheral devices; my thesis will be available
on the internet only after ___ months starting from the date of the achievement of my doctoral
degree.

Trento, _________________________
Signature _________________________
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